El profesional de la información is a fully commercial journal, that began as a newsletter (IWE) in 1992. At that time it used to publish quite attractive short pedagogical articles and news.

But we realized that the Spanish libraries were more willing to pay for “serious” articles than for short notes.

So, in 1998 we nominated an advisory council and became a scientific journal with a new name.

Once you are a scientific journal, you are forced to enter into the citations game, i.e. competition with other journals. This means to publish only new research articles and to abandon the educational ones because they would be "punished" not getting citations. In fact this wouldn’t happen because de advisory council would reject them when peer reviewed.

Citations are essential for a journal survival. Currently self financed journals like EPI have to assure their economic viability by gradually converting to gold Open Access. This is possible only if they have been able to climb to the highest positions in journal rankings. If not, good authors with good papers, willing to pay article processing charges (APCs) will not be attracted.